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The birthday gift for 2017-18 is very special as it is designed and tailor-made for each member of the Rotary Club of 
Tai Po. It is an acrylic stand with two sides. Viewing from one side, the logo of “Rotary Club of Tai Po” and the 2017-18 
theme logo “Making A Difference”, the words “Happy Birthday” and “2017-18” are printed to show that this birthday 
gift is given by Rotary Club of Tai Po in 2017-18 for birthday celebration. Of course, the name of the respective 
birthday star is included as well.
On the other side, it is a one-RMB banknote issued by The Bank of China. The banknote number is the birth month and 
date of the respective birthday star, say, if the birthday is 10 August, the banknote number is 000810. When there are 
two members with same birth month and date (for example 17 September), one will have the banknote number 
000917 while the other will have 000179. 
As banknotes with number below 1000 have higher investment value, they are more readily available from banknote 
collectors.  Conversely, those members born in October, November and December where banknotes bearing their 
birthday are difficult to source, will have a banknote bearing a lucky number in lieu as birthday gift, say 000128, 
000168 and 000888, etc. 
Also, a banknote number with the alphabet “Z” as prefix is more special. After the banknotes are printed, the bank 
usually will only randomly check if there are any mistakes. They will use the banknote number with alphabet “Z” to 
replace the one checked. Thus, such kind of banknote is very rare and we are fortunate to be able to locate such 
banknotes as our birthday gifts.
Furthermore, the one-RMB banknotes are embossed with watermark as an anti-fake measure. Nowadays, only China 
will apply such technology to banknote with such low face value (e.g. one-RMB banknote) as its production cost is 
higher than that of its face value.  In addition, the one-RMB banknote for our birthday gift is the 1999 version while 
the current one-RMB banknote in circulation in Mainland China is the 2004-version.  According to the investors, it is 
estimated that the one-RMB banknote will eventually be replaced by one-RMB coin in the near future because of a 
number of reasons, e.g. banknotes have lower circulation life and comparatively are more “dirty” than coins.  Thus, the 
one-RMB banknote is worthy for investment.

Time flies.  It is now the second month of our new 
rotary year and my presidency following the 
honeymoon month.
This year the Rotary International Theme is 
“Making A Difference”.  This needs not be one big
revolutionary change.  Incremental and piecemeal changes for the good are also beneficial.  In 
this article I will share how we have embraced this concept in our design of the birthday gifts 
for our members.

To prevent mold from developing in the banknotes, 
each banknote is protected by a plastic cover.  Last but 
not least, a transparent acrylic stand with magnetic 
lock is used as the protective case.  This is to allow 
flexibility for taking out the banknote and the gift card 
from the stand in future while permitting them to be 
observed.  The whole set is then housed inside a tailor-
made gift box.
I hope that all of you like such birthday gift, and wish 
you happy birthday when the time comes! Last but not 
least, may I take this opportunity to thank my wife May 
for the design of the birthday gift.



I believe everyone has to work, even for princes and princesses. S/he who 
has not worked is, I’d say, handicapped.  The joys or sadness you 
experienced during work is not always quantifiable in pecuniary terms.  
Successes and failures will inject meaning to life with all the ups and 
downs.  One usually hates to over-work and fears the stress of being ‘busy 
as hell’; but when one is really busy as hell, he doesn’t have to worry about 
loneliness. 

Some people who have ‘come of age’ (not those teens who 
become adult; but those who have reached retirement 
age) sign up for different long haul leisure trips back to 
back to keep themselves occupied.  They had been busy 
throughout their work-life, and going on extended trips 
round the world for sight-seeing and enjoying life was a 
dream come true. Yet, after a few of such trips, they start 
complaining that they don’t actually feel good doing 
nothing.  They started to feel unconstructive.  What they 
are doing do not seem to matter anymore.

Honestly, people reaching 60 or 65 are simply mature, 
not really old or useless.   They would have reached a 
stage when they no longer fret for a living.  If they can 
sublimate their life-time experience and let younger 
people inherit such experience, it would certainly benefit 
and enhance the whole society; while at the same time, let 
the mature person continue to feel needed and 
constructive.

Look at what Rtn. Henry is doing right now!  I bet he is 
busier than a lot of us.  Writing books, travelling from 
country to country giving talks and sharing insights on 
developing / conserving power and energy; while paying 
visits to different Rotary clubs around the world.  Do read 
his article in this issue of Tai Post and you will feel his 
boundless energy! 

By the same token, PDG Kenneth is fully embracing the 
good works of Rotary.  In this issue of Tai Post, you shall 
read about his experience when he was speaker at the 
Rotarian’s Forum in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia talking about 
Organ Donation, a topic close to his heart as he had 
initiated Organ Donation as a District Project when he 
was District Governor in 2012-13. 

Spending time on reading maybe an interest worth 
exploring.  I think it is very much a bonus especially for 
people who are always work-busy.  Or for that matter, try 
writing… and contributing to Tai Post as a start. 

Some other mature people embark on developing their 
hobby.  Note: developing a hobby is much less demanding 
than realising an aspiration.  It will not be a burden.  If it 
feels good, then just continue with that hobby.  If not, 
then having tried it out is already pretty comforting. 

Sometimes, people need a bit of encouragement or even 
pushing in order to realise one’s limit and achieve what 
one might not have thought possible; and that in turn is 
the beginning of another success.  If you enjoy cheers and 
praises, then push yourself into doing something you’d
really like to do.  No matter at 
what age, don’t fall into the 
lazy mode of not working 
when you easily utter “give up”
and remain in the comfort 
zone. 



Muslim and Christian women work together to 
prevent dengue fever in Indonesia

RI News 
In a world where intolerance and violence fueled by religious differences 
are seemingly increasing, one Rotary club in Indonesia is showing how 
diversity can help prevent a pandemic threat.
When the Rotary Club of Solo Kartini in Surakarta, Indonesia, formed 25 
years ago, its members drew criticism from the predominantly Muslim 
community. The club’s members were mostly Christians, atypical for a 
country where more than 80 percent of the population is Muslim. 
Religious leaders were skeptical of Rotary’s secular mission and wary of 
intrusion. Undeterred, the club started recruiting more members. Today, 
the 72-member, all-female club includes both Muslims and Christians.
And the effort they have put into breaking down barriers and fostering 
respect and understanding among club members has reinforced the club’s 
capacity to address dengue fever, one of the biggest public health threats 
in tropical cities like Surakarta.

Dengue fever is a virus transmitted by mosquitos that flourish in 
tropical urban environments like Surakarta. There is no effective 
treatment; once infected, victims experience sudden high fevers,
severe headaches, joint and muscle pain, fatigue, nausea, and 
vomiting.

Launching an effective public health initiative to prevent the disease 
requires volunteers with deep knowledge and connections to the 
community who can craft specific and sustainable solutions. And that 
means being able to build relationships across religious, cultural and 
socio-economic lines.

Rotary member Mariam Kartonagoro says her club’s diverse makeup – particularly its abundance of mothers and 
professionals of varied ages and backgrounds – enhances their effort to fight dengue fever. “The fact that we are 
different does not create trouble, but it strengthens our relationship,” she says.
In collaboration with the Rotary Club of Westport, Connecticut, USA, and the local ministry of health in Surakarta, the 
Muslim and Christian club members have been able to help reduce the risk for dengue fever by interrupting the 
breeding cycles of carrier mosquitos.
The first step was to implement a startlingly simple, low-cost strategy: line the dark cement bathtubs, common in 
Indonesian households, with white tiles so mosquito larvae is easier to see – and remove. In five years, the club 
project modified more than 3,500 tubs in two neighborhoods.  But tiles weren’t enough. The club needed to change 
habits and behaviors that contribute to infections, which required building trust to educate the community.
“Our main focus is to educate and invite people to be aware of health issues, hygiene, and the importance of a clean 
environment,” says Rotarian Indrijani Sutapa, one of the dengue project leads. “This takes a very long time to teach.”
Community social workers teach homeowners how to empty and scrub infested tubs twice a week, close the lid on 
water containers, and bury waste that can collect water.
Siti Wahyuningsih, Surakarta’s director of public health, hopes to extend Rotary’s white-tile project to other parts of 
the city. “Health is a shared responsibility between government, society, and the private sector,” she says. “The 
government can’t do it alone. We as a community must embrace all of our strengths, and Rotary is a big one.”
The club hopes to see more people crossing cultural lines to help each other.
“Rotary has a very diverse membership, and we can be examples to others in the way we work. After all, when we give 
help, we do not ask about the religion of the person whose tub we replace. We think in a much more global way,” says 
Rotarian Febri Dipokusumo. “And we try to foster relationships with people who may have different beliefs or 
thoughts. We can become friends here in Rotary. Maybe this way, we can inspire Indonesia and the world.”



Regular Meetings in the past five years: August 
當年今月: 八月例會

Do you remember ?

Birthday boys and girls receiving their gifts at 22 Aug. 2016 meeting. Too bad we missed out on Ada & Ming Hay this year! 
Many RAC Tai Po Rotaractors turned up at our joint meeting with RC Shatin on 31 Aug. 2015 at Royal Garden Hotel. Lam Woon Kwong GBS JP 林煥光 was keynote speaker. 

Induction of new member Dorothy Chan at 4 August 2014 meeting witnessed by CP Donald Yap and PP KL Cheng from RC Kwai Chung who introduced her to joining us. Do you remember PP Francis Au gave us a talk on his favourite subject – whisky - that night? 

Welcome Charter member Jimmy Wai and daughter joining our meeting at an interesting venue - HulletHouse Heritage 1881 Chinese Restaurant on 5 August 2013.

Acting Sergeant PP Frankie Wu performing his best job – red box collection from AG Andy Li during his AG Visit on 12 August 2013 at W Hotel. 

Interactors from TTCA with teacher advisor gave us talk at our meeting in Royal Garden Hotel on 6 August 2012. VP Natalie Kwok chaired the meeting on behalf of President Ron Chung. PP Kenneth Wong was our District Governor that year! 

by PP Peter Lam



Naadam Festival- Totally Mongolian 
Kenneth Wong 

Naadam Festival is the most important holiday in Mongolia as it 
celebrates the Independences of Mongolia since 1921. 
“Naadam” in Mongolian means the three games of Men, which are Archery, 
Wrestling and Horse racing. For centuries, Mongolian practises these 
three traditional games since their childhood.  Nationwide contests on 
archery, wrestling and horse racing are held during this national holidays 
which lasts for 5 days. 
About 1000 wrestlers and many thousands of Archers would compete
during Naadam and thousands of Mongolian horses renowned for their 
loyalty and stamina would grind it out in cross-country races over distances 
between 8kms and 20kms. 
Most Mongolian, young and old would wear their snappiest colorful national 
costumes when attending these celebration activities. 

The highlight of Naadam festival is the 
Naadam opening ceremony at the 
National Stadium on the 11th July, a 
three hours spectacular live 
performances of colorful ancient 
cavalry parades, songs and dances 
telling stories about the Mongolian 
history and nomadic cultures dating 
back to the Genghis Khan era.
Should you visit Mongolia in July, 
Naadam Festival will enlighten you 
the true spirit of Mongolia and the 
culture and wisdom of nomadic 
livings. You will find that Mongolians 
are mighty proud of the heritage and 
traditions handed down by their 
ancestors who established the biggest 
empire in the history of mankind 
thirteen centuries ago.

Jack Weatherford, author of a popular seller “Genghis Khan and the making of the modern world” quoted that  “In 
twenty-five years, the Mongol army subjugated more lands and people than the Romans had conquered in four 
hundreds years”.
On my return flight to Hong Kong, I couldn't help but think that perhaps the three games of Men “Archery, 
Horsemanship and Wrestling are not just simply games. Suddenly, my mind was pondering on modern day 
terminology of war such as “long-range tactical missiles, rapid deployment force and close quarters combat”.
Naadam Festival celebration on the Independence Day serves to remind the Mongolians the glory of their bygone era. 



The Dawning of Equitable Organ Transplantation
And Organ Donation in Mongolia

Kenneth Wong

On the night of the 8th July when Rotarians of our district were
having lots of fun at the district installation in Hong Kong, I 
traveled to Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, the far northern part of D3450. 
The following is the reason WHY. 
In Mongolia, there are about 600 patients on dialysis treatment plus many more patients who are suffering 
from terminal liver or heart dysfunctions; organ transplantation is their only chance of survival. Many 
Mongolians die while waiting for organ transplantations so there is tremendous need for organ donation.
Mongolia, like many less developed countries of the world that provide organ transplantation, their public 
knowledge and community awareness of organ donation are inadequate.  Their social infrastructure, as well 
as health care environments are poorly equipped to meet the demand on organ transplantation thus 
opportunities for organ trafficking and transplant tourism exist amongst end stages organ failure patients.

With the aims of engaging Rotarians in Mongolia 
to assist in building an equitable infrastructure in 
organ donation, TTS has devoted the afternoon of 
the first day of the ICOT to the “Rotarian Forum 
on Deceased Organ Donation”. With great effort 
from Assistant Governor Boldbaatar, more than 
50 Rotary leaders and Rotarians in Mongolia 
attended this forum. 

The Transplantation Society (TTS) - the oldest and most influential international institute of organ 
transplantation and donation is seizing this opportunity of establishing equity deceased organ donation in 
Mongolia and it is also duty bounded to promulgate “The Declaration of Istanbul on Organ Trafficking and 
Organ Tourism”.  The TTS and the Mongolian Society of Organ Transplantation co-hosted the 2nd 
International Congress of Organ Transplantation (ICOT) in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. The title of this medical 
congress is “Strengthening Human Resources in Organ Transplantation”.

Currently in Mongolia only organs from live 
donors are available because legislation that is 
essential for deceased organ donation is not in 
place.  Deceased organ donation could 
significantly increase the supply of organs for 
donation as organs from one deceased donor 
could satisfy the needs of 8 individual recipients.
The Good news is
The Parliament of Mongolia has recently passed 
an initiative to legislate laws governing organ 
transplantation and donation. This much-
awaited bill is expected to pass later this year.



Our fellow Rotarians in Mongolia have responded enthusiastically to the opportunity to assist in building an 
equitable infrastructure of Organ Transplantation and donation which ultimately would save the lives of 
many Mongolians.  Organ Donation should be on the agenda of AG club visits in Mongolia.

At the Rotarian Forum, Past AG Enkhtuya delivered the welcoming speech and introduced President of TTS,
Prof. Nancy Archer, Past President Prof. Phil O’Connell, President of the Korea Society of Organ 
Transplantation Prof. Curie Ahn and myself, as we were speakers of the forum. My presentation was about 
the essential role of Rotarians in Organ Donation and I also shared with the audiences regarding our works 
in promoting organ donation in Hong Kong and mainland China. 

It is worth noting that since 2010, TTS has been providing technical advices to China on the establishment of 
equitable infrastructures on organ transplantation, allocation and donation in accordance with international 
standards.  In 2012, the then deputy minister of Health of China Huang Jiefu came to Hong Kong and 
solicited assistance from Rotarians of D3450 to help promote the newly established organ donation 
infrastructure in China.  A working agreement spanning over three years was signed between D3450 and 
Ministry of Health of China.  The subsequent efforts by our Rotarians have resulted in the construction and 
launching of the first online organ donor registration website in China: www.savelife.org.cn



International 
Speeches & Rotary 

Visits
Henry Wang

During May, June and July, I was 
invited to speak in UK, Europe 
and Canada about my two 
published Routledge books, 
“Energy Markets in Emerging 
Economies: Strategies for 
Growth” and “Successful 
Business Dealings and 
Management with Chinese Oil, 
Gas and Chemical Giants” plus 
my new book on “Business 
Negotiations in China: Strategy, 
Planning and Management”
which is planned to be 
published in December 2017. I 
also managed to visit two 
interesting Rotary Clubs in 
Canada and London as part of 
the speech tour. The key 
highlights of the international 
speech tour and Rotary visits 
are summarized below. 
In mid-May, I attended the 
Rotary Club of Oakville club 
dinner meeting in Oakville 
Canada. The meeting was held 
in the beautiful Oakville golf 
club and was attended by over 
50 Rotarian and guests. Their 
Club President invited me to say 
something about RCTP. So I 
spoke briefly about our club 
and our various service work in 
Hong Kong which they found 
interesting. They also shared 
that their club has established 
their own Rotary Foundation 
with some C$3 million for 
service and charity work and 
we exchanged banners. 

In late May, Cambridge 
University invited me to attend 
their International Conference 
on China, Russia and Asia 
organized by the Cambridge 
Centre of Rising Power. It was 
held in the famous Scott Polar 
Research Institute which 
contained many historic relics 
from past Polar expeditions.  The 
conference was attended by 
distinguished diplomats and 
academics from UK, China, 
Russia, Japan and Asia. I gave a 
presentation on the China Belt 
and Road Initiative. 
Distinguished speakers from 
Russia, China and Asia gave good 
presentations on recent 
developments in their countries. 
We agreed that the Polar and 
South China Sea plus the Belt 
and Road developments would 
be important international 
issues which we should continue 
our good networking and 
research on.

Rotary Club of Oakville meeting at 
Oakville Golf Club Canada and 
meeting with their President.

Cambridge University International 
Conference at the Scott Polar 
Institute.

Cambridge University International 
Conference at the Scott Polar 
Institute.

In early June, Imperial College 
London invited me to attend and 
speak at an interesting meeting 
on climate change and renewable 
energy at their famous Grantham 
Institute for Climate Change and 
Environment at South Kensington. 
We agreed that climate change, 
environment and clean 
renewables energy would be 
important international issues. 

They invited me to join the 
Imperial College London Grantham 
Institute of Climate Change and 
Environment Stakeholder 
Committee, which was a great 
honour. 
On 10 June, University College 
London invited me to attend their 
festival and special speeches by 
their Nobel Prize winner and top 
professors chaired by the Provost. 
It was very interesting to learn of 
the cutting edge dementia and new 
materials research work at 
University College London which 
would have global impacts. We 
discussed possible plans for the 
Provost and the Nobel winner to 
visit Hong Kong this or next year. 

In mid-June, they invited me to 
attend and speak at a high level 
International Relations Forum in 
Liechtenstein. It was held in an 
historic club house overlooking 
the beautiful Swiss Alps. The 
forum was attended by 
distinguished royalty, 
international diplomats and senior 
executives. I gave a speech on key 
China developments including Belt 
and Road plus climate change



In late-June, they invited me to 
a high level investment dinner 
roundtable in the City of 
London. It was held in an 
impressive board room 
overlooking the City of London 
and the Square Mile. The dinner 
roundtable was attended by 
several distinguished House of 
Lords Peers, senior executives 
and investment bankers. I gave a 
speech on the China new 
renewable investment and 
green financing plans. Other 
distinguished speakers gave 
good speeches on new 
investment developments 
globally. We agreed that there 
are many important 
international renewables
investments and green finance 
developments that we should 
continue our good networking 
and discussions on. 

Palace of Westminster & the House 
of Lords Panel in the Committee 
room.

Government Ministry. It was held 
in an historic ministry building 
near to the impressive 
Westminster Cathedral. I gave 
a speech on the potential 
cooperation opportunities 
between UK with key emerging 
economies globally based on my 
two books plus new research. We 
agreed that there are many 
interesting potential 
international cooperation 
opportunities in various 
important sectors, such as 
energy, renewables, innovation 
and green finance etc., which we 
should continue our good 
networking and discussions on. 
In mid-July, I attended the 
historic Rotary Club of London
club lunch meeting. The lunch 
meeting was held in the beautiful 
Chesterfield Hotel in Mayfair and 
was attended by over 50 
Rotarian and guests. Their Club 
President and I exchanged 
banners plus he invited me to say 
something about RCTP. So I 
spoke briefly about our club and 
our various service work in Hong 
Kong which they found 
interesting. Their PDG also gave 
an interesting presentation on 
their new Rotary medical van for 
Ukraine.

Rotary Club of London lunch 
meeting and banner exchange 
with their President.

Lords Peer who was also a former 
UK Minister. He asked each of the 
invited expert speakers to first 
give their speeches on the various 
key aspects. Then he invited 
questions from the participants 
which he then asked each of us 
address. My speech was based on 
my two published Routledge
books plus latest researches on 
planned new books. I spoke about 
the need for energy companies to 
focus on three key cyber security 
areas. Firstly companies should 
be prioritizing corporate 
resources and protecting the data 
which are most valuable. 
Secondly they should implement 
cyber security protections that 
would safeguard the most critical 
parts of their energy businesses 
and value chains. Thirdly 
companies should also actively 
engage with policy makers and 
regulators to form effective public 
private partnerships (PPP) on 
cyber security and energy 
initiatives. These were well 
received by the attendees who 
agreed that cyber security and 
energy issues are important 
policy issues which should be 
addressed with high priority in 
UK and globally. 

City of London dinner roundtable 
with Lords, investment bankers and 
senior executives.
In end June, they invited me to 
speak at a House of Lords panel 
held in the Palace of 
Westminster in London. The 
high level panel focused on 
cyber security and energy 
which were very timely as 
hackers have tried to break into 
the email accounts of various 
members of parliament recently. 
The panel was chaired 
excellently by a senior House of

In early July, they invited me to a 
high level international 
roundtable at a leading UK 

actions. Other distinguished 
speakers gave good 
presentations on key 
developments in their countries. 
We agreed that these are 
important international 
developments which we should 
continue our good networking 
and discussions on. 



Rotaract Club of Wu Yee Sun College 
Sundiation Installation

Rotaractors Sunny Cheung and Hilary Leung

Our club installation on 10 July 2017 was a huge success. We 
are glad to have many guests from mother club, college, 
District, and other Rotaract clubs to witness the changeover. 
After months of preparation, this ceremony not only featured 
some traditional and formal sections like pinning ceremony 
and words from guests and our president, it also consisted of 
dancing performance and bamboo dance game. We were 
delighted to see our guests enjoy themselves in the ceremony 
and could share our joy. Our guest speakers also gave us 
inspirational messages and words of encouragement, which 
gave us new insight as well as reflection on our direction “to 
radiate boundless love towards the entire world”. 

Preparing for an installation ceremony is by no means 
an easy task. At first, practising dance and other 
performances, designing the rundown for the 
ceremony and making invitation to our various guests 
seem formidable, if not impossible to us. Finding 
sponsors and funding from companies and restaurants 
was definitely one of our biggest challenges. Under no 
circumstance would the owners provide funding to us 
for no reason. We spent a lot of time convincing and 
explaining the benefits of giving us help.  Even though 
we encountered failures and difficulties, after our hard 
work and repeated attempts, everything turned out to 
be successful and we had collected sufficient funding 
to run our ceremony. 
The dance performance was another worry to us. With no 
experience in dancing before, we had to grasp the movement and 
background music within a short period of time. Thanks to the 
effort of our president Wendy who is the only person with dancing 
experience, we started from zero, gradually learned and finally 
able to make a full performance. The round of applause we 
received in our installation was undeniably a reward to our hard
work.
Installation ceremony is only a start for us. There are still many challenges and opportunities ahead. We wish we could overcome
the obstacles if any and achieve our dream together. 



Rotaract Club of Wu Yee Sun College 
Sundiation

Board Members



District Rotaract Awards Presentation Ceremony 2016-17 cum District 
Rotaract Installation 2017-18

6 August 2017, Tsang Chan Sik Yue Auditorium, HK Baptist University
Claire Mak

The Sunday afternoon on 6th August was bright and sunny when a number of us from RCTP Youth Committee (Anthony & Mary, 
Wilson Woo, Peter, Francis, Claire) and also President Roger and May attended at Baptist University for the District Rotaract
Awards Presentation Ceremony 2016-17 cum District Rotaract Installation 2017-18. In fact, the sun was so glaring that our Yee 
Sun Rotaractors Wendy, Kenneth and Melody were seen literally sweating.

It might be a tedious 1.5 hours to complete the presentation of all awards but Rotaractors, advisors and clubs were duly 
recognised for all the efforts and good projects undertaken last year.  It is a shame that the awardees of Outstanding Rotaract
Advisor Recognition Dr. Ron Chung of RCTP; and also 5-Year Long Service Recognition Scarlet Li and Simeon Lau; and 10-year 
Long Service Recognition Dr. James Cheng all from Rotaract Club of Tai Po were absent.

Rotaract turns 50 this year and there is a special badge designed for this 
purpose.  Additionally, our District is bidding to host the 2020 INTEROTA and 
so promotional slogans and video clips are being prepared.  “INTEROTA 2020; 
Hong Kong; Let’s Play Our Dream!”

Then comes the highlight 
of the day.  Last year’s 
DRC Garrick had left his 
post much earlier on in 
the year and Incoming 
DRC Dennie Yuen was 
installed in her absence 
as she was about to give 
birth.  So PDRC Vincent 
Ng did the formalities on 
her behalf – not to be 
mistaken as taking up the
post of DRC for a 4th time!  District Rotaract Representative 2016-17 Lok Chi 
recounted the difficult days she had gone through but maintained her cool 
when she thanked her board members before she handed over the DRR sash 
to incoming DRR Rainbow in a dignified yet moving moment.  Rather, it was 
DRR Rainbow who was emotional and could not help but had tear steaking
down her cheek as she gave her inaugural speech.



24th July 2017

17th July 2017

When Deputy District Secretary and Dentist Arthur Sham spoke to us on the topic “Common Oral Health Problems”, he covered some 
common problems about teeth / mouth cavity and showed us graphic photos to make his points. Remember, the first step for 
brushing teeth is … rinse the tooth brush! 

Past President Armstrong gave out a nice 
bone china set for raffle draw which was 
won by IPP William. 

Rotaryanne May gave out thoughtful souvenirs to all after her trip to Provence, 
France. 

When Immediate Past President Simon 
M.K. Leung of Rotary Club of City 
Northwest HK talked to us about "What's 
New Power and Create Economic value by 
Design under the current trend", he 
brought up some very recent market trend 
and elicited much interest from the floor 
as shown by the many questions raised. 

PP Louis was fined for red box for giving 
too long a comment when he should have 
raised a question at the Q&A session. 

PP Armstrong and VP Dorothy were treated to a specially named birthday cake 
and unique birthday gifts for their birthdays in July! 

Lucky Armstrong won the raffle gift of a 
mosquito repellant machine given out 
by PP Dennis. 



31st July 2017

7th August 2017

Speaker IPP Johnny Cheung of Rotary 
Club of Admiralty, also Chairman of 
ARTE Madrid asked “Whether Sales is 
Still the Pride in The Future of Retail 
Business?” when he spoke to us about 
the trend in retail sales and highlighted 
the current modes of sale in-line with 
the market sentiment. “’Sales’ is not 
simply the persuasion to purchase an 
item, but the ability to create the need 
for purchase.” he said. 

PP Louis could not help but ventilated his 
views at the Q&A session and so, once 
again, he had to give happy red box, 
much to the amusement of acting 
Sergeant PP Armstrong. 

VP Dorothy gave an 
appreciative Vote of 
Thanks to Speaker 
IPP Johnny for his 
interesting and 
insightful speech. 

The raffle gift of an 
aromatic dispenser 
(ocean) and scented 
candle set specially 
selected by PP Peter 
was won by PP 
Armstrong’s 
daughter Sharon. 

Speaker Mr. Gerard Chung introduced an 
intellectually stimulating topic when he 
discussed with us “Ancient Jewish and 
Greek Numerals: Intelligent Perception. 
the Western ‘Book of Change’" [古猶太, 
希臘數字, 智慧看今生… 西方 "易經"] 

Visiting Rotarian Edward Mowrer from 
RC St. Clairsville, Ohio USA who had just 
brought Rotaractors for service and 
exchange in Guangzhou China, dropped 
by Hong Kong and attended our meeting 
before heading back home. 

The bottle of champagne given out by 
PP Louis was won by Visiting Rotarian 
Jason Ling of RC HK Harbour. 

IPP Johnny’s speech attracted much support: (first 3 from left) Armstrong’s 
daughters Sharon and Sara; Dennis’ daughter Rachel; and (right photo) IPP Daniel 
Chun (RC Peninsula), our own DS Natalie and President Roger and also DAG Peter 
Pang (RC Lan Kwai Fong) to the meeting. 



14th August 2017

August Birthday celebration for Edward, Wilson Woo, Louis and KF was over a 
crate of apple crumble with special candy name tags stuck thereon. 

A warm welcome back PP Pearl and 
PP Vikky. Thank you both for 
contributing red box. 

Deputy District Secretary Bernie Wong of Rotary Club of Causeway Bay, also 
director of his media company Social Stand, told us “How Digital & Social Media 
Marketing Work” using illustrations which include interesting experiences he had 
with mega brand name clients.  Now … are you doing freestyle? 

Luck surely sided with Birthday Boy 
Alan as he won the raffle prize of a 
Wedgewood cup and Earl Grey tea set 
given out by PP Claire. 

Fellowship Chair PP Dennis spiced up the 
meeting by introducing 2 fellowship 
events planned for the 1st half of Rotary 
year: Ping Shan Guided Tour Day Trip on 
5 November; and 3-day 2-night 
Chaozhou / Shantau Tour on 5-7 January. 

PP Claire had had a busy evening, having 
promoted the First Theme Night 
Septemberfest on behalf of Team 1 
Leader Benjamin, delivered a Vote of 
Thanks to Speaker Bernie and also did 
the raffle draw. 

Sweet Pearl brought along Alan who has 
his birthday on the very day of the 
meeting so that we may share his 
birthday celebration.  Many happy 
returns from all of us at RCTP! 



Chief editorChief editor
Claire MakClaire Mak

The editorial boardThe editorial board
Peter LamPeter Lam
MinghayMinghay YuYu

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to
claire.rctaipo@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to edit 
articles for length and clarity. 

HK Management Association, 1/F, First Commercial Building, 33-35 Leighton Road, Causeway Bay, H.K.

District Public Image Workshop 2:00 p.m.2 SEP(SAT)

Fincher Room, KCC, 10 Cox’s Road, Jordan Club Assembly 7:00 p.m.4 SEP(MON)
King Ludwig Beerhall, Shop 32, East Tsim ShaTsui MTR Station

1st Theme Night –SeptemberfestCharges: $600/person  
6:30 p.m.15 SEP(FRI)

Royal Plaza Hotel, 193 Prince Edward Road West, Kowloon 
Area 6 Joint Clubs’ Meeting cum DG Visit7:00 p.m.18 SEP(MON)

Samsung Hall, 6 Floor SM AURA, Makati, Manila 
25th Installation of its Officers of the Rotary Club of Makati San Lorenzo, A Royal Ball Dress Code: Black Tie – Long Gown 

5:30 p.m.26 AUG(SAT)

AUGUSTAUGUST
10th Wilson Woo
14th Louis Tang
15th Henry Wang
23rd K.F. Tam
30th MingHay Yu 

In JulyIn July

missed youWWe
Sasha Chu

Sincere Yip

ANTHONY HUNG, 
NATALIE KWOK,

PETER LAM,
SALLY LUK,

CLAIRE MAK,
ARMSTRONG SHEA,

ROGER SO,
FRANKIE WU,
WILLIAM YIM

AAttendancettendance
July 2017July 2017

Average attendance:  69.21Average attendance:  69.21% % 

Leave of Absence
MingHay Yu

JULYJULY


